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Abstract

We study the h �conformal measure for parabolic rational maps�

where h denotes the Hausdor� dimension of the associated Julia sets�

We derive a formula which describes in a uniform way the scaling of this

measure at arbitrary elements of the Julia set� Furthermore� we estab�

lish the Khintchine Limit Law for parabolic rational maps �the analogue

of the �logarithmic law for geodesics� in the theory of Kleinian groups	�
and show that this law provides some e
cient control for the �uctu�

ation of the h �conformal measure� We then show that these results

lead to some re�nements of the description of this measure in terms

of Hausdor� and packing measures with respect to some gauge func�

tions� Also� we derive a simple proof of the fact that the Julia set of

a parabolic rational map is uniformly perfect� Finally� we obtain that

the conformal measure is a regular doubling measure� we show that its

Renyi dimension and its information dimension is equal to h � and we

compute its logarithmic index�

� Introduction and statement of results

Let T � �C � �C denote a parabolic rational map� i�e� a rational map of
degree at least � such that the associated Julia set J�T � contains rationally
indi	erent periodic points but no critical points� In this paper we give a
detailed discussion of the geometry of the h 
conformal measure supported on
J�T � � where h denotes the Hausdor	 dimension of J�T � �

After we have recalled the notion of the radial Julia set and introduced the
concept of hyperbolic zoom for elements of the Julia set� the �rst main result of
the paper is the derivation of a uniform estimate for the h �conformal measure
m of balls centred around arbitrary elements of J�T � � This formula gives
precise information about the decay of the measure of such balls for uniformly
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shrinking radii� Namely� for Euclidean balls B��� r� centred at � � J�T � and
of radius r less than the diameter of J�T � we obtain that

m�B��� r�� � rh ���� r�

�where � denotes comparability of the two quantities� i�e� their quotient is
bounded from above and below�� The function � will be called the conformal
�uctuation function� and we give a description of this function purely in terms
of the geometry of T � Roughly speaking� � governs the individual uctuation
of the density of the measure m between the �hyperbolic power law� rh �which
holds on the hyperbolic zooms� and the �parabolic power law� rh��h���p���

�which holds around the parabolic points�� where p��� denotes the number of
petals of the parabolic point � involved�

Our second main result is the derivation of the Khintchine Limit Law for
parabolic rational maps� This law decribes the limit behaviour of neighbouring
members of the hyperbolic zoom at points in a set of full h 
conformal measure�
Namely� if rj��� and rj����� denote such neighbours� then we obtain that for
m 
almost all � � J�T � one has that

lim sup
j��

log �rj��� � rj������

log log �
rj���

�
� � pmax

h� �h� ��pmax

�where� pmax denotes the maximal number of petals which can occur for the
parabolic points of T �� We then show that the Khintchine Law gives rise to
good estimates on the decay �for h � � � or growth �for h � � � of the conformal
uctuation function� given that we restrict the discussion to a set of full mea

sure� Roughly speaking� the outcome here is that generically the extreme val


ues of the uctuation function ���� r� behave like
�
log �

r

����h�pmax��h��h���pmax�
�

This of course provides some deeper insight into the geometric nature of the
h 
conformal measure m � and for instance leads to a re�ned description of
this measure in terms of Hausdor	 and packing measures with respect to some
gauge functions �see the table in Corollary �����

Subsequently� we show that a combination of the above two main results�
i�e� the uniform estimate for m and the Khintchine Limit Law� immediately
gives some rather interesting statements concerning the fractal nature of the
parabolic system �J�T �� T�m� � Namely� we obtain an easy proof of the well

known fact that Julia sets are uniformly perfect� Furthermore� we conclude
that the h 
conformal measure is a regular doubling measure� and �nally we
compute its Renyi dimension� its information dimension and its logarithmic
index�

Remark� We mention that the two main results in this paper� i�e� the
uniform estimate for the h 
conformal measure and the Khintchine limit law�
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are precise analogues of the �global measure formula� and the �Khintchine
type
theorem� �which is also referred to as the �logarithmic law for geodesics�� which
were derived in ��� for the Patterson measure on limit sets of geometrically �nite
Kleinian groups with parabolic elements �see also ���� ����� The �dictionary� for
conceptual conversion between the dynamical systems arising from Kleinian
groups on the one hand side and from rational maps on the hand� has been
developed extremely well in the expanding hyperbolic case ����� ����� The
results in this paper make a contribution to a completion of this dictionary
also for the expansive parabolic case�
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their warm hospitality� Also� we should like to thank Stefan
M� Heinemann for
helpful comments concerning the uniform estimate for the conformal measure�

� Preliminaries

Throughout� let T denote a parabolic rational map and J�T � the associated
Julia set� Without loss of generality we shall assume that J�T � is a compact
subset of C � i�e� f�g �� J�T � � If ��T � denotes the set of rationally indi	erent
periodic points � parabolic points�� then� by Fatou�s theorem� ��T � is a �nite
subset of J�T � � It is well known that the � 
limit set of the critical points
is contained in F �T � � � � where F �T � � �C n J�T � denotes the Fatou set of
T � Also� if ���T � �� f� � � � T ��� � �� T ���� � �g � then without loss of
generality we shall assume that ���T � � ��T � �

Recall that for each � � � we can �nd a su�ciently small neighbourhood
U� of � such that there exists a unique holomorphic inverse branch T��� of T
on U� with the property that T��� ��� � � � For the iterates of this branch on
U� �J�T � n f�g the following facts were obtained in ���� ���� In our discussion
these geometric observations will be crucial and we shall make use of them
without further notice� For � � U� � J�T � n f�g and n � N we have that

� jT�n� ���� �j � n���p����

� j�T�n� �����j � n����p�����p���	

�Note that here the �comparability constants� are dependent on the distance
of the chosen point � to the parabolic point � ��

In order to specify certain partial aspects of J�T � � we introduce the set of
pre�parabolic points Jp�T � � This set comprises the pre
images of the parabolic
points� i�e�

Jp�T � ��
��
k��

T�k���T ��	
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Now� the following de�nition of a radial point was originally stated in ���
�see also ���� �����

De�nition ��� Let T denote some arbitrary rational map� For 
 � � an
element � � J�T � is called a 
 �radial point if and only if there exists an
increasing sequence �nj�j�N of positive integers nj � nj��� � such that for each

j � N the inverse branch T
�nj
� which sends T nj��� back to � is well de�ned

on B�T nj ���� 
� �

If we return with our discussion to the class of parabolic rational maps�
then the following result was obtained in ����

Lemma ��� If T is a parabolic rational map� then there exists a positive
constant c � c�T � such that � is a c �radial point for each � � J�T � n Jp�T � �

This lemma now enables us to give the following de�nition�

De�nition ��� For a parabolic rational map T let Jr�T � denote the set of
all c �radial points� where the constant c � c�T � is chosen according to the
previous lemma� In this situation we shall simply refer to a c �radial point as
a radial point� and call Jr�T � the radial Julia set�

We may now state the following immediate result concerning Julia sets of
parabolic rational maps� which is analogous to the theorem of Beardon and
Maskit ��� in the theory of Kleinian groups� Note that as for Kleinian groups�
the property that the limit set �splits� into the radial Julia set and the set of
pre
parabolic points may also be used as an alternative de�nition for �parabolic
rational��

Corollary ��� For a parabolic rational map T every element of its Julia set
is either pre�parabolic or radial� i�e� J�T � � Jr�T � � Jp�T � �

Finally� we now introduce the notions of �optimal sequence� and �hyperbolic
zoom�� These notions will be crucial for our analysis in the following sections�
Note that these concepts provide some �rough coding� for the elements in the
Julia set�

De�nition ��� For T a parabolic rational map� let c � c�T � denote the con�
stant in the above de�nition of the radial Julia set� Then� to each � � Jr�T � we
can associate a unique maximal sequence �nj����j�N such that T nj������ ��

S
��� U�

for all j � N and hence in particular� such that the inverse branches T
�nj���
�

are well de�ned on B�T nj������� c� � This sequence will be called the optimal
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sequence at � � Also� we let rj��� �� j�T nj��������j�� � and call �rj����j�N the
hyperbolic zoom at � � Furthermore� to each pre�parabolic point � � Jp�T � we
can associate in a similar way a unique maximal terminating optimal sequence
�nj����j�������l � such that T nj������ ��

S
��� U� for all j � �� 	 	 	 � l � In this situ�

ation T nl������ � � for some � � � � We de�ne rj��� �� j�T nj��������j�� � and
call �rj����j�������l the terminating hyperbolic zoom at � �

� The �uniform formula� for the conformal mea�

sure

Let T denote a parabolic rational map with Julia set J�T � of Hausdor	
dimension h � In this section we shall derive a new formula for the associated
h 
conformal measure�

Recall from ���� ��� and ��� that for a parabolic rational map there exists
a unique h 
conformal measure m supported on J�T � � i�e� a probability
measure with the property that for each Borel set E 
 J�T � on which T is
injective� we have that

m�T �E�� �
Z
E
jT ����jh dm���	

It was shown in ��� that h is the in�mum of all real numbers s for which
there exists an s 
conformal measure� It is known ��� that m is a non
atomic
measure and that the Haudor	 measure Hh on J�T � is absolutely continuous
with respect to m ������ Furthermore� by constructing a suitable Markov
partition for the �jump transformation� T � � it has been shown that T � is
ergodic with respect to m� � where m� denotes the T � 
invariant measure in
the measure class of m �

Now� an easy consequence of the h 
conformality is that for each radial
point � and for any j � N the h 
conformal measure of the ball of radius rj���
centred at � is comparable to rj���

h � i�e� on a sequence the measure follows
a �hyperbolic power law�� Also� using the mapping structure of the inverse
branches of T which stabilise the parabolic points� it is easy to see that the
h 
conformal measure of balls centred around pre
parabolic points eventually
follows a �parabolic power law�� i�e� the measure scales like the radius of the ball
raised to the power h�p����h��� � where p��� denotes the number of petals of
the parabolic point which is associated to that particular pre
parabolic point�
Already in ��� a more general formula for the h 
conformal measure� unifying
these two di	erent aspects of the measure� was obtained� This formula arose
from considerations of the interplay between the local mapping structure of
the rational map and the conformal measure� and concentrated only to a lesser
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extent on the geometry of the map� Now� the following new formula reects in
a more satisfying way the interplay between the h 
conformal measure and the
geometry of the Julia set� For balls centred around arbitrary elements of the
Julia set the formula gives precise geometric estimates on the uctuation of the
measure between the hyperbolic and the parabolic power law� We mention that
this formula is the precise analogue for parabolic rational maps of the �global
measure formula� for the Patterson measure on limit sets of geometrically �nite
Kleinian groups ����

Theorem ��� Let T be a parabolic rational map with Julia set J�T � of
Hausdor� dimension h � Let m denote the associated h �conformal measure
supported on J�T � � Then there exists a function � � J�T � � R

� � R
� such

that for each � � J�T � and for every positive r � diam�J�T �� we have that

m�B��� r�� � rh 	 ���� r� 	

The function � is called the conformal �uctuation function� For r � diam�J�T �� �
the values of � are determined as follows�

� For � � Jr�T � � assume that r relates to the optimal sequence and the
hyperbolic zoom at � such that rj����� � r � rj��� and such that
T k��� � U� � for all k � �nj���� nj������ and for some � � ��T � � In
this situation we have that

���� r� �

���
��
�

r
rj���

��h���p���
for r � rj���

�
rj�����

rj���

������p����
�
rj�����

r

��h���
for r � rj���

�
rj�����

rj���

������p���� �

� For � � Jp�T � consider its terminating optimal sequence �nj����j�������l
and its terminating hyperbolic zoom �rj����j�������l � Let T

nl������ � � � � �
For r � rl��� the value ���� r� is determined as above in the radial case�
Otherwise� if r � rl��� � we have that

���� r� �

�
r

rl���

	�h���p���

	

Proof	

We consider �rst the case in which � � Jr�T � � Using ��� �Lemma ��� and
Lemma ����� it follows that there exists a constant � � � such that if we

let �  R  � jT nj�������� � �j and put r � R j
�
T nj�����

��
���j�� � then on

B�T nj��������� R� we obtain the existence of the inverse branches T
��nj������
�
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sending T nj�������� back to � � Using the K�obe Distortion Theorem ��� and
the h 
conformality of m � it follows that

m�B��� r�� � j
�
T nj�����

��
���j�h 	m�B�T nj��������� R��

� j
�
T nj���

��
���j�h 	Rh��h���p���

� j
�
T nj���

��
���j�h 	

�
r j�T nj��������j

�h��h���p���

� rh 	

�
r

rj���

	�h���p���

In order to specify the range of values of r in which this estimate holds to be
true� note that by the chain rule we have that

� � rj����� j
�
T nj���

��
���j j

�
T nj������nj���

��
�T nj�������j

�
rj�����

rj���
�nj������ nj����

���p�����p����

which implies that

�nj������ nj����
��p��� �

�
rj���

rj�����

	�����p����
	

Using this estimate� it follows that

r � R rj���

 rj��� � jT
nj��������� �j

� rj��� �nj������ �nj��� � ������p���

� rj���

�
rj�����

rj���

	�����p�����

This gives the �rst part of the case in which � � Jr�T � � For the second part
choose k � �nj��� � �� nj����� such that

r � j�T k�����j�� � jT k���� �j	

Again� using ��� �Lemma ���� and the h 
conformality of m � we obtain that

m�B��� r�� � j�T k�����j�h 	m�B�T k���� � jT k���� �j��

� j�T k�����j�h 	 jT k���� �jh��h���p���	

Now� observe that by ��� �Theorem ����� ��� �Lemma �� and the chain rule� we
have that

� � rj����� j�T
k�����j j�T nj������k���T k����j

� rj����� j�T
k�����j �nj������ k����p�����p����
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and also that

jT k���� �j��p������ � �nj������ k����p�����p���	

Combining these two estimates� we obtain that

j�T k�����j�� � rj����� jT
k���� �j����p����	

Using this latter comparability and the above representation of r � it follows
that

r � j�T k�����j�� jT k���� �j

� rj����� jT
k���� �j��p������ jT k���� �j

� rj����� jT
k���� �j�p���	

Hence�

jT k���� �j �

�
rj�����

r

	��p���
�

which implies that

j�T k�����j � r�� jT k���� �j

� r��
�
rj�����

r

	��p���

	

Using the two latter observations� we can now continue our estimate for the
measure as follows�

m�B��� r�� � rh
�
rj�����

r

	�h�p��� �
rj�����

r

	�h��h���p�����p���

� rh
�
rj�����

r

	h��

�

which proves the second part of the case in which � is a radial point�
The case in which � � Jp�T � and r � rl��� �where rl��� denotes the last

element of the terminating hyperbolic zoom at � � can be dealt with analo

gously to the above radial case� For the remaining case r � rl��� � the assertion
is an immediate consequence of ��� �Lemma ��� �

The preceding theorem has the following immediate corollary�

Corollary ��� Let T be a parabolic rational map with Julia set of Hausdor�
dimension h � Let m denote the associated h �conformal measure� Then we
have the following�
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� If � � Jr�T � � then for the hyperbolic zoom �rj����j it holds that

m�B��� rj���� � rj���
h	

� If � � Jp�T � is given such that � � T�k��� for some k � N and � � � �
then there exists a constant � � ���� � � such that for all positive r � �
it holds that

m�B��� r�� � rh��h���p���	

� The Khintchine limit law

The main result in this section is the derivation of the Khintchine limit law for
parabolic rational maps T � In terms of the geometry of the map this limit law
provides useful approximations of the essential support of the h 
conformal
measure� During the preparations for its proof� we obtain in particular the
result that the associated jump transformation T � acts rationally ergodically�
Furthermore� we derive four separate limit laws concerning various relevant
functions�

We assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of the associated
jump transformation T � and some of its properties �cf� ���� ���� �����

In the following� �x a Markov partition for T � and consider a su�ciently
small neighbourhood U� around each of the parabolic points � � � � Assume
that the elements of the Markov partition which intersects U� are labelled
by N in �increasing order� towards � � With these preliminaries� the function
Q� � U� � N is de�ned by� Q���� � n � N n f�� �g if and only if � is an
element of the atom of the Markov partition labelled by n �and hence� if and
only if T ���� � T n��� �� �for � �� U� we let Q���� � � ��

For  � R� � � � and n � N let

A��n�� �� f� � J�T � � Q����  np�����h��h���p������g�

and de�ne the following �limsup
set� concerning the forward orbit of T � �

A����� �� f� � J�T � � �T ��n��� � A��n�� for in�nitely many ng	

We shall now see that the jump transformation T � acts rationally ergodically
in the neighbourhoods of parabolic points�

Lemma ��� With the notation above� we have for all � � � that
m�A������ � � if and only if   � �
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Proof	 Let us �x some parabolic point � � � � Using the h 
conformality of
m � we obtain for  � R that

X
n�N

m�A��n��� �
X
n�N

X
k�np�����h��h���p������

k�
��p���
p���

h

�
X
n�N

n���� �
�h��h���p���

p���
�	

Hence� using this measure estimate and the fact that h��h���p���
p���

is positive

for all � � � �cf� ����� the �only
if
part� of the statement of the lemma is an
immediate consequence of the Borel
Cantelli lemma and the existence of the
T � 
invariant measure m� in the measure class of m �with bounded Radon

Nikodym derivative��

In order to prove the remaining part of the lemma let us recall the following
general result ���� We remark that the �mixing condition� in this statement is
often refered to as rational ergodicity�

� If for a sequence �En�n�N of events in a probability space �X�P � we
have that

P
n�N P �En� � � and that P �En � Ek� � P �En�P �Ek� for

arbitrary distinct n� k � N � then P �lim supn��En�� � �

Using once again the above measure estimate� the �if
part� of the lemma
follows from this general result once we have shown that for all n� k � N with
n � k we have that

m
�
�T ���k�A��k��� � �T ���n�A��n���

�
� m

�
�T ���k�A��k���

�
m
�
�T ���n�A��n���

�
	

In order to obtain this inequality� recall that there exists a unique T � 
invariant
probability measure in the measure class of m � Hence� it is su�cient to show
that

m
�
A��k�� � �T ����n�k��A��n���

�
� m�A��k���m�A��n���	

Since the set A��k�� can be written as a union of �jump cylinders� of length
� � it may also be written as a union of cylinders of length �n � k� � If
A��k�� �

S
Bk�� denotes such a representation by cylinders of length �n�k� �

then the �bounded distortion property� �Renyi�s property for jump cylinders
���� gives that

m
�
�T ����n�k��A��n��� � Bk��

�
� j��T �� �

��n�k����y�jh m�A��n�����T
��n�k�Bk����

which implies that

m��T ����n�k��A��n��� �Bk���

m�Bk���
�
j��T ����n�k����y�jh m�A��n�� � �T ��n�k�Bk����

j��T ����n�k����y�jh m��T ��n�k�Bk����
	

��



Since the Bk�� are cylinders of length �n� k� � there are only �nitely many
sets of the form �T ��n�k�Bk��� � and hence the in�mum of the measure of
these sets is positive� This implies that

m��T ����n�k��A��n��� � Bk���� m�A��n��� m�Bk���	

If we now sum up these inequalities over all sets Bk�� � then we obtain
that

m��T ����n�k��A��n��� � A��k���� m�A��n��� m�A��k����

which is the desired inequality�
�

Lemma ��� With the notation above� for all � � � and for all   � we
have that m�A������ � �	

Proof	

For each � � � and for all  � � � we clearly have that T ��A������
A����� �
Hence� using the previous lemma and the ergodicity of the jump transforma

tion� the statement of the lemma follows�

�

We are now in the position to state our �rst limit law�

First Limit Law	

For m �almost every � � J�T � and for all � � � we have that

lim sup
n��

logQ���T
��n����

logn
�

p���

h� �h� ��p���
	

Proof	

In order to obtain the lower bound for the � lim sup � in the lemma� �x some
� � � and note that by Lemma ��� we have that m�A������� � � � If
� � A������ � then by de�nition� there exists a sequence �kj�j�N of natural
numbers kj � such that �T ��kj��� � A��kj ��� for all j � N � This implies for all
j that

Q���T
��kj����  k

p�����h��h���p����
j �

and hence that

lim sup
n��

logQ���T
��n����

logn


p���

h� �h� ��p���
	

In order to obtain the upper bound for the � lim sup � in the lemma� let
 � � and � � � � By the previous lemma� there exists a set B��� such

��



that m�B���� � � � and such that if � � B��� then there exists a number
n� � n���� � N with the property that �T ��n��� �� A��n�� for all n  n� �

Hence� for � � B��� we have for all n  n� that

lim sup
n��

logQ���T
��n����

logn
�

p���

h� �h� ��p���
� 	

If we de�ne the set B� ��
T
n�NB���

�
n
� � then we have that m�B�� � � �

and furthermore that each � � B� has the property that

lim sup
n��

logQ���T
��n����

logn
�

p���

h� �h� ��p���
	

Hence� for � � A������ � B� we obtain the equality stated in the First Limit
Law�

�

Note that if Q���� � n � then it follows that j� � �j � n���p��� � This now
leads to our second limit law�

Second Limit Law	

For m �almost every � � J�T � we have for all � � � that

lim sup
n��

� log j�T ��n���� �j

logn
�

�

h� �h� ��p���
	

Proof	

Fix � � Jr�T � and � � � � By de�nition of Q� � we have for n � N that

j�T ��n���� �j � Q���T
��n�������p����

and hence

lim
n��






� log j�T ��n���� �j

logn
�

logQ���T
��n����

p��� logn






 � �	

Using the First Limit Law� this then implies for m 
almost all � � J�T � that

lim sup
n��

� log j�T ��n���� �j

logn
�

�

p���
lim sup
n��

logQ���T
��n����

logn

�
�

h � �h� ��p���
	

�

��



Obviously� the forward orbit of m 
almost every � � J�T � is visiting arbi

trarily small neighbourhoods of each parabolic point in�nitely often� Taking
this fact into account� we now modify on a set of full measure the de�nition
of the hyperbolic zoom �rj����j and optimal sequence �nj����j � Namely� for
a given � � � we abstract only those elements in these sequences which re

sult exclusively from visits of the forward orbit of � to the neighbourhood
U� � With other words� we consider subsequences �rik����k and �nik����k �
such that T nik �������� � U� for all k � N � These subsequences will be re

ferred to as � �restricted hyperbolic zoom� and � �restricted optimal sequence
respectively�

Third Limit Law	

For each � � � the � �restricted optimal sequence at m �almost every � � J�T �
has the property that

lim sup
k��

log�nik������ nik����

log ik
�

p���

h � �h� ��p���
	

Proof	

Let � � � and � � Jr�T � � For n � N and � � � the function Nn is
de�ned by �T ��n��� � TNn������ � Then we have by induction that Nj � nj �
for all j � N �this follows� since n� � N� and� assuming that ni � Ni � since
ni����� � ni��� �N��T

ni������� � Ni����� ��
Using the fact that jTNik

������� �j � �Nik������Nik����
���p��� as well as

the above Second Limit Law� it follows that for m 
almost all � we have that

lim sup
k��

log�nik������ nik����

log ik
� lim sup

k��

log�Nik������Nik����

log ik

� lim sup
k��

�p��� log jTNik
������� �j

log ik

� lim sup
k��

�p��� log j�T ��ik���� �j

log ik

�
p���

h � �h� ��p���
	

�

Forth Limit Law	

For each � � � the � �restricted hyperbolic zoom at m �almost every � � J�T �
has the property that

lim sup
k��

log �rik��� � rik������

log ik
�

� � p���

h � �h� ��p���
	

��



Proof	

For � � � and � � Jr�T � � we already saw during the proof of Theorem ���
that for k � N we have that

rik���

rik�����
� �nik������ nik����

���p�����p���	

Combining this estimate and the Third Limit Law� it follows for m 
almost all
� � J�T � that

lim sup
k��

log �rik��� � rik����

log ik
� lim sup

k��

� � p���

p���

log�nik������ nik����

log ik

�
� � p���

h� �h� ��p���
	

�

Theorem ��� �The Khintchine Limit Law for parabolic rational maps�
The hyperbolic zoom at m �almost every � � J�T � has the property that

lim sup
j��

log �rj��� � rj������

log log �
rj���

�
� � pmax

h� �h� ��pmax

	

Proof	

Observe that for m 
almost all � � J�T � we have that

lim
j��

� log rj���

j
� lim

j��

log j�T nj��������j

j

� lim
j��

log j�TNj��������j

j

� lim
j��

log j��T ��j�����j

j
� ��

where the latter equality follows from the Birkho	 Ergodic Theorem� using the
fact that �J�T �� T �� m�� is an ergodic system and that

� �
Z
J�T �

log j�T ������j dm���� ��	

Hence� we have that

lim
j��

log log �
rj���

log j
� �	

��



Now the theorem follows by combining this equality and the Forth Limit Law�
and noting that

max
���

� � p���

h� �h� ��p���
�

� � pmax

h � �h� ��pmax

	

�

Corollary ��� For the conformal �uctuation function � of the h �conformal
measure m associated to a parabolic rational map T the following holds�

	i
 For h � � � we have for all � � Jr�T � and positive r � diam�J�T �� that

���� r� � �	

	ii
 For h � � � we have for m �almost every � � J�T � that

lim sup
r��

log���� r�

log log �
r

�
��� h�pmax

h� �h� ��pmax
	

	iii
 For h � � � we have for m �almost every � � J�T � that

lim inf
r��

log���� r�

log log �
r

�
��� h�pmax

h � �h� ��pmax
	

Proof	

The statement �i� of the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem
���� In order to prove the statement �ii� � let � � Jr�T � and r � � suf

�ciently small be given� Without loss of generality we may assume that
rj����� � r � rj��� and that T nj�������� � U� � for some � � � � For r in
this range� an elementary calculation gives that the maximal value of ���� r�

is achieved for r comparable to rj�max��� �� rj���
�
rj�����

rj���

������p����
� For this

value of r we have that

���� rj�max���� �

�
rj���

rj�����

	���h�p�������p����

	

We have seen above in the proof of the Khintchine law that without loss of
generality� for m 
almost all � � J�T � it is su�cient to concentrate on the
visits of the forward orbit of � to those � � � for which p��� � pmax �  From
this it follows that for all  � � and for m 
almost all � � J�T � we eventually
have that

��� � �� � p����

h � �h� ��p���
log log

�

rj���
�i�o� log

rj���

rj�����
�

�� � � �� � p����

h� �h� ��p���
log log

�

rj���
�

��



�where ��i�o� � indicates that the inequality holds �in�nitely often�� i�e� for some
in�nite subsequence �rji�rji���i �� Hence� the above estimate implies that

�
log

�

rj���

	��������h�pmax��h��h���pmax�

�i�o� ���� rj�max�����

�
log

�

rj���

	��������h�pmax��h��h���pmax�

	

This proves the statement �ii� of the corollary� The statement �iii� of the
corollary follows from a similar argument� and we omit its proof�

�

Recall that for a parabolic rational maps with Julia set of Hausdor	 di

mension h  � � it is known that the associated h 
conformal measure is a
multiple of the h 
dimensional Hausdor	 measure �cf� ����� We are now in the
position to derive a re�nement of this description of the geometric nature of
the h 
conformal measure� Namely� using the latter corollary� we have the fol

lowing statements concerning its relationship to the packing measure P�� and
Hausdor� measure H�� with respect to the dimension function �	 � Where
�	 is given for � � R and positive r by

�	�r� �� rh
�
log

�

r

����	����h�pmax��h��h���pmax�
	

We remark that for h � � similar results were obtained in ����

Corollary ��� For a parabolic rational map T with Julia set J�T � of Hausdor�
dimension h and with h �conformal measure m � we have the following table�
Where we have used ��� � to denote absolute continuity between two measures�

� vs	 h h � � h � �

� � � m �� H
��

and H���J�T �� �� �E	� m�E	� � � s�t� P���E	� � �

� � � �F	� m�F	� � � s�t� H���F	� � � m �� P�� and P���J�T �� ��

� Some �fractal� consequences

In this section we shall see that a combination of the uniform estimate for the
conformal measure �Theorem ���� and the Khintchine Limit Law �Theorem
���� immediately gives rise to a comprehensive understanding of the coarse
geometry arising from parabolic rational maps� In particular� we derive various
interesting facts concerning the fractal nature of their Julia sets and their

��



associated conformal measures� Note that similar results were obtained in the
context of limit sets of geometrically �nite Kleinian groups �see �����

We start our list of immediate applications with the following result� We
remark that this result is not new� In fact� it is known that the Julia set of an
arbitrary rational map is uniformly perfect �see e�g� �����

Lemma ��� The Julia set of a parabolic rational map is uniformly perfect�

Proof	

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem ���� Namely� recall that there
exist constants c�� c� � � such that for � � J�T � and r � diam�J�T �� we
have that c� r

h ���� r� � m�B��� r�� � c� r
h ���� r�	

Then� choose a positive constant c� such that for all � � J�T � and
r � diam�J�T �� it holds that

c� � min

��
���

�
c� ���� r�

c� ���� c�r�

	��h
�
� 	

Now� c� depends only on T � and we have that

m�B��� c�r�� � rh c� c
h
� ���� c�r�

� rh c� ���� r�

� m�B��� r��	

In particular this gives that the annulus B��� r� n B��� c�r� and J�T � are of
non
empty intersection� and hence the lemma follows�

�

Recall that a measure � on R
N is called a doubling measure if and only

if for some constant c � � we have that ��B��� cr�� � ��B��� r�� � for all
� � supp��� and uniformly for all su�ciently small r � � � Now� the following
is an immediate consequence of Theorem ����

Lemma ��� The h �conformal measure of a parabolic rational map whose
Julia set has Hausdor� dimension h is a doubling measure�

Also� recall that in fractal geometry a measure � on R
N is called regular

if and only if lim infr��
log 
�B���r��

log r
� lim supr��

log 
�B���r��
log r

for � 
almost all

� � supp��� �cf� ����� Applying Thorem ��� and the Corollary ���� we obtain
the following immediate result�

Lemma ��� The h �conformal measure of a parabolic rational map whose
Julia set has Hausdor� dimension h is a regular measure�

��



It has been shown in ���� ��� that if h denotes the Hausdor	 dimension
�dimH� of the Julia set J�T � of a parabolic rational map T � then we have
that the packing dimension �dimP � and the box
counting dimension �dimB�
of J�T � coincide and are equal to h � i�e�

dimH�J�T �� � dimP �J�T �� � dimB�J�T �� � h 	

We now add to these results the following characterisation of the fractal nature
of the h 
conformal measure supported on J�T � �

Proposition ��� Let m denote the h �conformal measure of a parabolic ra�
tional map T with Julia set of Hausdor� dimension h � For q �� � � the
generalised q �th Renyi dimension �Rm�q� � the q �th logarithmic index �Lm�q�
and the information dimension �Im� of J�T � are given by the following�

� Im�J�T �� � Rm�q�J�T �� � h�

� Lm�q���J�T �� � qh	

Proof�

Using Theorem ��� and Corollary ���� we obtain for q �� � that

limr��

log
R
J�T �

rhq�log �
r �

q��������h�pmax��h��h���pmax�
dm���

q log r

� h� limr��

log
R
J�T �

�log �
r �

q��������h�pmax��h��h���pmax�
dm���

q log r
� h�

This implies that

h � Rm�q�J�T ��

�
�� lim

r��

log
R
J�T �m�B��� r��qdm���

q log r

	
	

Similarly� we compute

h � Im�J�T ��

�
�� lim

r��

R
J�T � logm�B��� r��dm���

log r

	
	

For the de�nition of the q 
th logarithmic index Lm�q we refer to ���� Since
m is a doubling measure� we may apply ��� �Theorem ������ from which we
deduce that Lm�q���J�T �� � qh �

�

Finally� we can draw the following conclusion concerning the �fractality� of
the conformal measure� For this� �rst recall that by de�nition �cf����� ����� a
measure � on RN is called fractal if and only if I
 � dimH�supp �� �

Corollary ��� For a parabolic rational map whose Julia set has Hausdor�
dimension h � the associated h �conformal measure is not a fractal measure�

��
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